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Beat the Timer is the Evidence Based Kernel teachers use to help students complete tasks
quickly, efficiently, and safely.  Beat the timer provides a fun way to get things done without
getting distracted or distracting others.

Step-by-Step Procedure

1. Determine an acceptable completion time for a problematic activity or transition.  Lining up or  
    preparing for an assignment are examples of activities used to introduce this Kernel. 
2. Inform class of baseline time for the activity and challenge students to complete the task in a   
     faster, achievable time. 
3. Ask the students to identify a few PAX and Spleems for this activity. Set the timer and begin.  
    Monitor for PAX behaviors during activity; give positive feedback.
4. If class beats the timer: compliment, celebrate, and challenge students to do even better next       
    time. If the class does not beat the timer, commend their effort, and reflect on how they might  
    next time.

Keep in Mind

• The timer on the PAX Up! App can be projected on a smart board or shared in an on-line setting. 
• Provide an occasional Granny’s Wacky Prize when students Beat the Timer. 
• Beat the Timer causes increased anxiety for some students. A greater sense of control can be created by  
   allowing them to hold or set the timer for the class.
• Invert Beat the Timer by creating a “light at the end of the tunnel” effect.  Set the timer for the duration  
   of an activity. Gradually extend time as focus and endurance develops. 

Beat the Timer creates a Nurturing Environment by decreasing the problematic behaviors that can 
occur when activities or transitions drag on for too long. Students’ increased efficiency achieved with 
Beat the Timer allows more time for meaningful instruction and stops a cycle of problematic behavior. 
This improves the peace, productivity, health and happiness for everyone.
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